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I would recommend this if it worked properly. It doesn't so I can't. Lovely looking game with great atmosphere. Two games of
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snooker played so far, both unfinishable due to software bugs. First game I got stuck as the game thought that the brown was on
the table when it wasn't so both players could either foul by hitting 'the wrong colour' or give up. I gave up. Second game, the
yellow would not display properly and when trying to hit it, the cue ball would not move correctly. Issues with the physics after
this point. Gave up. Please fix this game as you are being paid good money for a faulty product. The longer you leave it the
more your score will go down on Steam and people will revert to your competitors and accuse you of ripping them off, as you
say you will look at issues but it's not happening. A real shame as it's a nicer game than Pool Nation FX. Please fix it or give me
my money back.. sweet snooker pack.. Pure pool was working fine until I installed this. NOW the game is crashing and
complaining about video drivers, vsync, lower resolution etc etc. Please fix! AMD FX 6350 6-core 3.9Ghz 24GB DDR3 RAM
AMD Sapphire Radeon RX-570 Nitro+ Base game runs but as soon as I try to play snooker it crashes right at the point where it
asks for the 1st player to "move the cueball".
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